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—“<A«jthy way may le knownupon earth, thy saving health among all nations”
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• of the man, that we are sure it will be read with phlets against their errors, in the native and for{ much melancholy interest. It follows;—
eigu languages. This raised such a feeling against
GEOROE W. MYERS, PRINTER.
“My dear friend—In conformity with the wish me, that I was at last deserted by every person ex
From the Religious Souvenir, for 1834.
you have so frequently expressed, that I would cept two or three Scotch friends, to whom, and
give you an outline of my life, I have now the the nation to which they belong, I always feel
WHEREFORE SHOULD I FEAR IN THE DtYS OF
pleasure to send you the following very brief sketch. J grateful.
EVIL.—Psalm xlix. 5.
“The ground which I took in all my contro
“My ancestcrs were Brahmins of a high order;
If ’reft of health, why should I mourn,
and, from time immemorial, were devoted to the versies was, not that of opposition to Brahminism,
Since “ God is love,” and he
Has said that evil he will turn
religious duties of their race, down to my fifth but to a perversion of it; and I endeavored to show
To greatest good for me ?
progenitor who about one hundred and and forty j that the idolatry of the Brahmins was contrary to
years
ago gave up spiritual exercises for worldly the practice of their ancestors, and the principles
If riches fail and honors fly,
In that no curse I see,
pursuits and aggrandizement. His descendants of the ancient books and authorities which they
For God who loves me, will deny
ever since have followed his example, and accord profess to revere and obey. Notwithstanding the
No real good to me.
ing to the usual fate of courtiers, with various suc violence of the opposition and resistance to my
•“If friends desert, betray, or die,
cess, sometimes rising to honor and sometimes fal opinions, several highly respectable persons, both
No hopeless grief is mine,
ling; sometimes rich and sometimes poor; some among my own relations and others, began to adopt
My Friend of friends is ever nigh,
times excelling in success, sometimes miserable the same sentiment.
Then why should 1 repine?
“I now felt a strong wish to visit Europe, and
through disappointment. But my maternal ances
If age steal o’er me, and decay
tors,
being
of the sacerdotal order by profession, obtain, by personal observation, a more thorough
My yielding form invade,
as well as by birth, and of a family than which insight into its manners, customs, religion, and po
The sooner’t will be cast away,
none holds a higher rank in that profession, have litical institutions. I refrained however from car
For one that cannot fade.
up to the present day uniformly adhered to a life ing this intention into effect until the friends who
If pain and peril hold me fast,
of religious observance and devotion, preferring coincided in my sentiments should be increased in
I’ll bear them well, for they
peace and tranquility of mind to the excitements number and strength. My expectations having
Are trials of my faith, and last
But for a winter’s day.
of ambition, and *all the allurements of worldly been at length realized, in Nov. 1830, I embarked
for England, as the discussion of the East India
grandeur.
Why should I mourn for afiy loss,
Company’s charter was expected to conie on, by
Since it is sent by him
“In conformity with the usage of my paternal which the treatment of the natives of India, and
Who bore for me a cruel cross,
race,
and
the
wish
of
my
father,
lstudied
the
Per

Though king of seraphim*.
future government, would be determined for
sian ano Y. bic languages- tfccM being accom its
many years to come, and an appeal to the king in
Who gave his life for me and mine,
plishments indispensable to those »?ho attached council against the abolition
And but to bless me tries,
burning widows
• themselves to the courts of Mohammedan princes; was to he heard before the privy council; and his
And longs to see my spirit shine,
and,
ageeably
to
the
usage
of
my
maternal
rela

A saint in Paradise?
tions, I devoted myself to the study of thcSans- majesty the Emperor of Delhi had likewise com
Oh, Master! good or evil send,
missioned me to bring before the authorities in
crit. and the theological works written in it, which
As seemeth best to thee;
England certain encroachments on his rights by
And teach my stubborn soul to bend,
contained the body of Hindoo literature, law and the East India Company. I accordingly arrived
In love to thy decree.
religion.
in England in April, 1831.
“When about the age of sixteen, I composed
Whatever come, if thou wilt bless
“I hope you will excuse the brevity of this
The brightness and the gloom,
a manuscript, calling in question the validity of sketch,
as I have no leisure at present to enter in
And temper joy, md soothe distress,
the idolatrous system of the Hindoos. This, to to particulars; and I remain, &c.
I fear no earthly aoom:
gether with my known sentiments on that subject,
(Signed)
“Rammoiiun Roy.”
Life cannot givs a cureless sting,
having produced a coolness between me and mv
Death can but crown my bliss,
immediate kindred, I proceeded on my travels, and
Rammohun’s course since his arrival in Eng
And waft meon an angel’s wing,
passed through different countries chiefly within, land has been pretty accurately traced in the pub
Away—to happiness.
but some beyond, the bounds of Hindoostan, with lic prints, by notices of the books he has publish
Philadelphia.
M.
a feeling ot great averson to the establishment of ed, and reports of his speeches on various occa
the British power in India. When I had reached sions where he attended meetings and was called
BIOGRAPHY.
the age of twenty, my father recalled me, and re forward to express his sentiments. There was no
stored me to his favor; after which I first saw and kind of assemblage which he did not visit, from
From tl< London Literary Gazette of October 5.
began to associate with Europeans; and soon af the almost private prayer devotions of several
RAJAH RAMMOHUN ROY.
ter made myself tolerably acquainted with their sects, to the worship of churches and cathedrals,
The death of this remarkable individual on Fri laws and form of government. Finding them ge from the small literary coterie conversazione, to the
day week, at Stapleton Park, near Bristol, has re- nerally more intelligent, more steady and mode anniversaries of learned bodies, and the congrega
awakvned much of the public interest excited by rate in their conduct, I gave up my prejudice tion of all ranks for the discussion of important
his *rrival'in this country; one of those extra against them, and became inclined in their favor, questions, His declared object throughout was the
ordinary circumstances to which we have else- feeling persuaded that their rule, though a foreign search for trutii ; it was for this he had left his
vuerc alluded, as distinctly marking the advent yoke, would lead more speedily and surely to the native clime, and to this be devoted every hour
jf great changes in our Indian empire. He had amelioration of the native inhabitants: and I en of his life.
been unwell for some months; and the last time joyed the confidence of several of them even in
We observe, from the newspapers, that several
we saw him, which was a few weeks since, at the their public capacity. My continued controver sects have set up their claims to him as being of
Star aud Garter Richmond, his fervent expressions sies with the Brahmans, on the subject of their their persuasion; and that the Unitarians especial
of admiration of a splendid sunset over the love idolatry and superstition, and my interference with ly maintain his adhesion to their doctrines. In
ly landscape below, were interrupted by a short their custom of burning widows, and other perni in our opinion, he approached them only in degree;
uneasy cough, which caused us to fear that the cious practices, revived and cncrcased their ani and had not finally adopted a decided faith. lie
day of his singularly moral, intellectual and re mosity against me; and through their influence was still examing their many arguments, when re
ligious pilgrimage, was drawing to a similar close, with my family my father was again obliged to moved from all; mild, moral, virtuous, anxious for
apd the world was about to lose the benefit of that withdraw his countenance openly, though his limit the best light,and the most toelrant of human beings.
light which he should not rise again to scatter o’er ed pecuniary support continued to me.
Deism was certainly nearest the faith which had
“After my father’s death I opposed the advo- superseded his secession from the monstrous per
the East.
Of his previous course, it is our good fortune, vocates of idolatry with still greater boldness.— versions ot hindoo superstition.
as journalists, to possess a sketch written by him Availing myself of the art of printing now estab
Among the persons in this country with whom
self; the simplicity of which is so characteristic lished in India, I published various works and pam he was most intimate, was Sir Alexander Johnson;
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR
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on the uind of Rammohun; and he never men- I countenance, were a faithful reflection of her ownwhose great general intelligence was not the less tioned the name of the King of France without Perceiving the degree of her influence, she endea
acceptable to him from being accompanied by a expressing the highest respect for his talents and vored to use it, as every religious parent should,
comprehensive, minute knowledge of India, and
for his (piritual benefit. She supplicated that the
domestic virtues.
the having spent many valuable years in endea hisRanniohun
was always sensible of any interest pencil vhich was to write upon his soul, might be
voring to ameliorate and improve that vast domin
taken in his countrymen in this country, as ap- guided from above. She spoke to him in the tenion. From that gentleman we have obtained some i pears by the following letters which he wrote to derest banner of his Father in Heaven, and of his
farther interesting particulars relative to the sub-1
Sir Alexander Johnston, on his sending him a copy will resiecting little children. She pointed out
ject of this memoir. At his suggestion, the Ra of the discourse which he, as Chairman of the his goomess in the daily gifts that sustain life; in
jah, had he lived, had determined to translate Committee of Correspondence of the Royal Asiat the gloitous sun as it came forth rejoicing in the
two English works, into Sanscript, Arabic, and ic Society of Literature, had delived at the An east, in the gently-falling rain, the frail plant, and
Persian, for the use of his countrymen in India; niversary Meeting of that Society, which Rammo the dew^ that nourish it. She reasoned with him
the one is the Introductory Discourse to the
of the hanges of nature, till he loved even the
Library of Useful Knowledge, written by the hun had attended:
storm, £id the lofty thunder, because they came
“48 Bedford Square, July 14, 1832.
present Lord Chancellor, the other, the work
from Gul. She repeated to him passages of Scrip
“ Afy Dear Sir,—Permit me in the first instance, ture, wih which her memory was stored; and sang
upon the elements of Logic, written by the pre
sent Archbishop of Dublin. The circumstances to return you my best thanks for the copy of your hymns, intil she perceived that if he was in pain,
connected with his determination to translate these Address to the Asiatic Society: and next to as he comuained not, if he might but hear her voice.
works are strikingly indicative of his habits and sure you, that whenever I reflect on your philan She male him acquainted with the life of the
wav of thinking;—Sir Alexander shortly after his thropic feelings towards the people of India, and compassnnate Redeemer, and how he called young
arrival in London, took him one morning, with his your wise exertions to improve their condition, myr childrenlto his arms, though the disciples forbade
lordship's permission to breakfast with the Chan heart is filled with gratitude and admiration. I them. JLnd it seemed as if a voice from heaven
cellor. Rammohun was so mueh pleased with only wish that India would have a few more such urged ha- never to desist from cherishing this ten
this interview, that he immediately asked Sir A. J. friends as you, uniting zeal and sound principles with der and leep-rooted piety; because, like the flow
if his Lordship had written any work? Upon extensive information. I remain with deep grati er of gras, he must soon fade away. Yet, though
which Sir A. J., gave him his Introductory Dis tude.
Yours, &c.
“Rammohun.”
it was evdent that the seeds of disease were in his
course, which he immediately offered to translate,
To. the discourse above mentioned we have al system, 1 s health at intervals seem to be improv
and illustrate the tranlation with such drawings ready alluded largely in another part of our Ga ing, and he little household partook, for a time,
as would faciliate the understanding of its con zette, and now copy from the passage more pecu the blessiigs of tranquility and content.
tents to the natives of India. With respect to the
But lennone flatter himself that the dominion of
other work, Sir Alexander having in the course of liarly applicable to the Rajah’s visit to England. vice is siddenly or easily broken. It may seem
The fine youth who accompanied him, and who
his inquiries in the Asiatic Society into the state
to relax is grasp, and to slumber; but the victim
of education amongst the Hindoos, took into con is now left an ophan, was his adopted son.
who has png worn its chains, if he would utterly
“Rajah Rammohun Roy, also a member of our escape, tie triumph at last must be in the strength
sideration, with Rammohun Roy, the nature and
the contents of all the elementary works upon Society, a Brahmin of Ancient Family, of high of omniptence. This James Harwood never
different subjects, which are in use in their schools, rank, of distinguished talents, and of great influ sought. He had begun to experience that prosstated to Rammohun, that from his experience of ence amongst his countrymen, acting upon the tiation of spirits which attends the abstraction of an
the Hindoos, derived from his observation of them principles of a true patriot, has for many years nauiLuui
habitual a.unuJu»iL.
iimulant. His resolution
to -------recover---his
—
—
while discharging the duty of journeymen, he written and published several very able works, the lost character was not proof against this physical in
uniform
object
of
which
is
to
enlighten
the
un

thought it would be of great advantage to teach
convenience. He determined, at all hazards, to
them, by some short and clear work upon logic derstanding of his countrymen, and so to raise gratify his depraved appetite. He laid his plans
the mode of analysing and classifying their ideas, the standard of moral and political feeling amongst deliberatev, and with the pretext of making some
them as to enable the Hindoos of India once more arrangeinmts about the wagon, which had been
and thereby strengthening their understanding.
Rammohun entered perfectly into this opinion, to assume, by their proficiency in arts, science, left broketion the road, departed from his home.
and knew that Sir Alexander intended, had he re and literature, the high station which they held in His stay wfc protracted beyond the appointed lim
mained in India, to have had a work of this class former ages amongst the most enlightened nations it, and at hilreturn, his sin was written on his brow
prepared for the Hindoos; it was agreed between in the world. Urged by the duty which he owes in characten too strotiR
be mistaken.
ibotbc
them, after considering all the different works up to his country, and unmindful of the dangers which had also brought with him some hoard of intoxi
on logic in English, that the Archbishop of Dub he had to encounter from a sea voyage, and a cating poison, to which to resort, there remained
lin’s was the best to be translated; and Rammo chagce of ch’niate, he has now come to England, in no doubt. Day after day did his shrinking house
hun undertook to execute the task in a diaiogup, order that he may, after having examined on the hold witness the alternations of causeless anger
taking the form of Cicero's Tusculan Questions’for spot the practical effects of all our moral and po and brutal tyranny. To lay waste the comforts of
his model. He determined to give it the title of a litical institutions, gradually introduce amongst his his wife, seemed to be his prominent object. By
dialogue between a Brahmin, who had come to countrymen such of them as he may think appli constant contradiction and misconstruction, he
England in search of knowledge, and an English cable to their situation, and conducive to their strove to distress her, and then visited her sensi
Archbishop who had invented the surest mode of prosperity and happiness. No event connected bilities upon her as sins.
There was one modificition of her husband's
obtaining knowledge; and bei i very much de with the interests of India can be more important
lighted with the situation of Sir Alexander’s house than the arrival in England of so remarkable a persecution which the fullest measure of her pie
at Twickenham, called York House, had fixed up man, st a moment when the British parliament is ty could not unable her to bear unmoved. This
on the walks in the grounds belonging to that about to legislate for the whole of the British em was unkindness to her feebie and suffering boy.
house as the locale where the dialogue is suppos pire in India, and must be anxious to learn the It at first commenced as the surest mode of dis
ed to have taken place, there being a tradition opinions upon the subject of so great a scholar tressing her. It opened a direct avenue to her
that some of the essays of Lord Clarenden, to and so enlightened a philosopher.”
heart-strings. What began in perverseness seem
whom it belonged in the days of Charles II., bad
ed to end in hatred, as evil habits sometimes cre
TEMPERANCE TALES.
been composed in those walks. Another circum
ate perverted principles. The wasted and wildstance, that made this locale a place of great in
i eyed invalid shrunk from his fathei’s glance and
From the Religious Souvenir for 1834.
terest to him, was its neighborhood to the buryingfootsteps, as from the approach of a foe. More
place of Pope—the beauty of whose Essays upon
THE INTEMPERATE.
than once had he taken him from the little bed
Man was a frequent theme of praise by Rammo
ICONTINUF.D.1
which maternal care had provided for him, and
hun, who had derived great pleasure from his pe
This new family of emigrants, though in the forced him to go forth in the cold of tin winter
rusal of those essays in verse, as he had done from midst of poverty, were sensible of a degree of sa storm.
the essays of Clarenden in prose. When llainmo- tisfaction to which they had long been strangers.
On such occasions, it was in vain that tilt mo
hu-n was about to go to France, he expressed to Tiie difficulty of procuring ardent spirits in this ther attempted to protect her child. She night
Sir Alexander Johnston a great desire to become small and isolated community, promised to be the neither shelter him in her bosom, nor control he
acquainted with the king;* and Sir Alexander ac mean" of establishing their peace. The motlrer frantic violence of the father. Harshness and tip
cordingly wrote to Baron Atalan, his Majesty’s busied herself in making their humble tenement agitation of fear, deepened a disease which might
aid-de-camp, upon the subject. The Baron,— neat and comfortable, while her husband as if am- else have yielded. The timid boy in terror of his
though too ill himself to go out at the period Ratn- I bitious to earn in a new residence the reputation natural protector, withered away like a blighted
mohun reached Paris, lost no time in informing he had forfeited in the old, labored diligently to flower.. It was of no avail that friends remonstrat
his Magesty of his arrival, and of the letter of in assist his neighbors in gathering of their harvest, ed with the unfeeling parent, or that hoary head
troduction which he had brought to him. The receiving in payment such articles as were needed ed men warned him solemnly of his sins. Intem
King immediately, with the greatest kindness and for the subsistence of his household. Jane con- perance had destroyed his respect for man and hi*
condescension, invited him to dine with him on tinu. lly gave thanks in her prayers for this great fear of God.
the day some of his minister and many persons of blessing, and the hope she permitted herself to in 
Spring at length emerged from the shades of
distinction were present; and when Rammohun dulge ot his permanent reformation, imparted un that heavy and bitter winter. But its smile brought
was leaving the palace, made him fix a day for din wonted cheerfulness to her brow and demeanor. no gladness to the declining child. Consumption
ing alone with the royal family. Such attentions The invalid boy seemed also to gather healing fed upon his vitals, and his nights were restless
from such a quarter made a great impression up- from his mother’s smiles, for so great was her pow and full of pain.
“Mother I wish I could smell the violet that
er over him, since sickness had rendered his de
• His grand desire was to see a monarch whose eaily life
pendence complete, that his comfort, and even his grew upon the green bank of our old dear home.’'
had been passed like that of a common man.
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“It is too early for violets my child. Bat the as he read of the frailty of man, withering like the fee! much personal respect for me'; is there not
grass is beautifully green around us, and the birds flower of grass, before it groweth up; and of his here, then, a good opportunity as well as subject to
sing sweetly, as if their hearts were full of p-aise.” majesty in whose sight, ‘a thousand years are as exercise my influence, and to deliver her, if possi
“In my dreams last night I saw the clear wa yesterday when it is past, and as a watch in the ble from her erroneous creed? But, continued I,
ters of the brook that ran by the bottom of my night. He selected from the words of that com in my thoughts, *was she not entrusted to my
little garden. I wish I could taste them once more. passionate One, who ‘gathereth the lambs with his care? would her friends have so entrusted her
And I heard such music too as used to come from arm and carrieth them in his bosom,’ who point had they ever suspected that an attempt of pro
that white church among the trees, where every ing out as an example the humility of little chil selytism should be made? would not the attempt
Sunday the happy people meet to worship God. dren, said, ‘ Except ye become as one of these, ye be a breach of trust, and should I even were ulti
The mother saw that the hectic fever had been cannot enter the kingdom of Heaven,’ and who mate good to acme to Miss-------- , be a morally
long increasing, and knew that there was such an calleth all the weary and heavy laden to come un honest man?' I instantly felt that
own honesty
unearthly brightness in his eye, that she feared to him, that he may give them rest. The scene must be preserved, though the opportunity of ap
his intellect wandered. She seated herself on his called forth sympathy, even from manly bosoms. parent good might be lost. In a short time Miss
low bed, and bent over him to soothe and compose The mother, worn with watching and weariness, --------- closed her book with the observation, ‘We
him. He lay silent for some time.
bowed her head down to the clay that concealed Catholics, Dr. Clark, think it mueh better to be
“Do you think my father will come?”
her child. And it was observed with gratitude by lieve too much than too little.’ I replied, ‘But
Dreading the agonizing agitation which in his that friendly group, that the husband supported madam, in our belief we should recollect that we
paroxysm of coughing and pain, he evince! at the her in his arms, and mingled his tears with hers. never should yield our assent to what is contradic
father’s well-known footsteps, she answered,
He returned from this funeral in much mental tory in itself or to what contradicts other ascertain
“I think not, my love. You had better try to distress. His sins were brought to remembrance, ed truths.’ This was the only observation I made
and reflection was misery. Conscience haunted that looked at all to Catholicism. In process of
sleep."
« Mother, I wish he would come. I do not feel him with terrors, and many prayers from pious time we arrived at our journey’s end, and I deposit
afraid now. Perhaps he would let me lay my hearts arose, that he might now be led to repen ed her safely in the hands of her friends.
cheek to his once more, as he used to do when I tance. The venerable man who had read the Bi
“From that time till about two years ago, I ne
was a babe in my grandmother’s arms. I would ble at the burial of his boy, counselled and en ver heard of Miss-------- , till we met in the follow
be glad to say good-bye to him, before I go to my treated him, with the earnestness of a father, to ing way:—I had been preaching at Chelsea chap
yield to the warning voice from above, and to el; and on entering the vestry after the service, a
Saviour.”
Gazing intently in his face, she saw the work of ‘break off his sins by righteousness, and his iniqui lady followed me, shook hands, spoke with much
the destroyer, in lines too plain to be mistaken.
ties by turning unto the Lord.’
emotion, and said, ‘Do you not recollect me, Dr.
“My son; my dearson; say, Lord Jesus receive
There was a change in his habits and conversa Clark? I am Miss-------- , whdrn you kindly took
tion, and his friends trusted it would he permanent. care of to Ireland; I was then a Catholic, now I
my spirit.”
“Mother,” he replied with a sweet smile upon She who, above all others, was interested in the am a Protestant, and have suffered much in con
his ghastly features, “he is ready, I desire to go result, spared no exertion to win him back to the sequence of the change.’ I inquired how the al
to him. Hold the baby to me, that I may kiss her. way of truth, and to soothe his heart into peace teration in her views was effected, and she gave
That is all. Now sing to me, and oh ! wrap me with itself, and obedience to his Master. Yet me in detail the account which I wiil shortly sum
close in your arms, for I shiver with cold.”
was she doomed to witness the full force of grief up to you. When she heard to whom she was
He clung, with a death grasp, to the bosom and remorse upon intemperance, only to see them about to be entrusted, she resolved closely to watch
which had long been his sole earthly refuge.
utterly overthrown at last. The reviving virtue, and observe this eminent Protestant minister; she
“ Sing louder, dear mother, a little louder, I can with whose indications she had solaced herself, and was pleased with the conversation and the friend
even given thanks that her beloved son had not liness shown to her, and was so struck with the
not hear you.”
A tremulous tone as of a broken harp, rose died in vain, was transient as the morning dew.— observation I had made in the coach, that she said
above her grief, to comfort the dying child. One Habits of industry, which had begun to spring up, it absolutely afterward haunted her, caused her to
sigh of icy breath was upon her cheek, asshe join proved themselves to be without root. The dead, examine and think for herself, and at last led her
ed it to his—one shudder—and all was over. She and his cruelty to the dead, were alike forgotten. to freedom from her thraldom: ‘hut,’ said she, ‘I
held the body long in her arms, as if foidly hop Disaffection to the chastened being who against should never have been induced to examine, had it
ing to warm and revivify it with her brea'h. Then hope still hoped for his salvation, resumed its do not been for the examination which I had previous
she stretched it upon its bed, arid kneeing beside minion. The friends who had alternately reprov ly made of you. From the first moment you en
it, hid her face in that grief which none but mo ed and encouraged him, were convinced that their tered the coach I watched you narrowly; I thought
thers feel. It was a deep and sacred solitude, alone efforts had been of no avail. Intemperance ‘like now I have a fair opportunity of knowing somewith the dead. Nothing save the soft breathing the strong men armed,’ took possessions of a soul tiling of these Protestants; and I will judge if
of the sleeping babe fell upon that solemn pause. that lifted no cry for aid to the Holy Spirit, and what I have heard of them be true. Every word,
every action, every look of yours, sir, was watch
Then the silence was broken by a wail of piercing girded on no weapon to desist the destroyer.
ed with the eye of a lynx; I felt you could not
sorrow. It ceased, and a voice arose, a voice of
( To be Continued.)
supplication, for strength to endure, as ‘seeing
he acting a part, for you could not suspect that
you were so observed; the result of all was, your
him who is invisible.’ Faith closed what was be
RELIGIOUS.
conduct conciliated esteem, and removed preju
gun in weakness. It became a prayer of thanks
dice; your one observation on belief, led me to
giving to him who had released the dove-like spi
ANECDOTE OF DR. ADAM CLARKE.
rit from the prison-house of pain, that it might
The New York Christian Advocate gives the following ex those examinations which the Spirit of God has
taste the peace and mingle in the melody of Hea tract from the third volume of the Life of Dr. Clarke, just blessed to my conversion; and I now stand before
published.—S'. N. Jour.
you the convert of your three days’ behaviour be
ven.
She arose and bent calmly over her dead. The
“ It is impossible, Joseph,” said he, “that a min tween London and Dublin.’
“You see from this account, Joseph,” continu
thin, placid features wore a smile, as when he had ister of God should ever be a private man; even in
spoken of Jesus. She composed the shining locks his most trivial intercourse with others, it is never ed my father, “how all ministers should ever feel
around the pure firehead, and gazed long on what forgotten what his office is: the habit of every one’s themselves as public men; how cautious should
mind is to expect information or example from the he their conduct, and how guaided their conver
was to her so b<autiful.
The father oitered carelessly. She pointed to company and conduct of a public minister; such sation. Had I attempted to proselytize this lady,
the palid immoveable brow, “ See, lie suffers no as we are constantly living under the observation all her prejudices would have been up in arms;
longer!” He drew near and looked on the dead of mankind, and he who is always observed should had my behaviour been unbecomingly light or
with surpr’^e and sadness. A few7 natural tears never venture on dubious conduct, or suppose for causelessly austere, she would have been either
forced the’’ way, and fell on the face of the first a moment that what he does in the view of ano disgusted or repelled, and lie . preconceived notions
born, wb> was once his pride. The memories of ther can ever be a matter ef indifference, or be re of Protestants would have been confirmed: she
that moment were bitter. He spoke tenderly to garded as a trifle. I will tell you of a curious cir saw and heard what satisfied her; thus, even in
the emaciated mother; and she who a short time cumstance that happened to me some years ago. social intercourse, the public minister may, and
befo’C was raised above the sway of grief, wept In a day or two from the time that I refer to I was should always be, the Christian instructer.
likr an infant as those'few affectionate tones touch about to set off from London to Ireland: a friend
From the Presbyterian,
desired me to take charge of a young lady to Dub
ed the sealed fountains of other years.
ROMAN CATHOLIC MORALITY.
Neighbors and friends visited them, desirous to lin, to which I readily agreed, and she was sent to
console their sorrow, and attended them when they me at the coach. 1 soon found, from her conver | Mr. Editor.—A. respectable American writer
committed the body to the earth. There was a sation, that she was a Roman Catholic, and I al : now travelling in Europe, makes the following
shady and secluded spot, which they had conse so quickly perceived that she had been led to en j statement respecting the morals of the Cle rgy in
crated by the burial of their few dead. Thither tertain a very high opinion of me. After we had ! the capital of the Catholic world, where we natuthat whole little colony were gathered, and seat travelled some distance, talking occasionally on ■ rally expect to see Popish religion and morals in
ed on the fresh springing grass, listened to the ho various subjects, the day light began to sink fastly j their perfection. Behold the picture.
“Two or three hours after, I was at a crouded
ly, healing words of the inspired volume. It was away, when she took out of her reticule a small
read by the oldest man in the colony, who had Catholic book of prayers, and commenced most se soiree, at one of the noble houses of Rome. A
himself often mourned. As he bent reverestly riously her evening devotions. While she was prinia donna, from the Opera, was singing in one
over the sacred page, there was that on his brow reading, such thoughts as these occurred to me, room, and card tables, covered with gold and sil
which seemed to say; “this has been my comfort in ‘I believe this lady to be sincere in her religious ver, filled three others, and every second player
my affliction.” Silver hair thinly covered his tem creed, which I think to be a very dangerous one; was a dignitary of the church, in dandy pumps,
ples and his low voice was modulated by feeling she appears to be of an ingenuous temper, and to and with gold snuff-box and jewelled fingers, con}-
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about sutveying t'ie different objects that presented with the brass and ascended to Heaven in holy eu
plimenting and flirting with all the bright eyes and ■
phony.
3
merry faces around him. The penitential miser- themselves to bis view.
We walked together to the door of the Abbey,
After
having
looked
about
for
some
time,
a
ere passed through my mind, and the thick iron I
slight shade of melancholy passed over his brow, and as we stood in the street about to separate, I
grates, through which alone ladies are allowed to I
asked lim his name. He told it—he was an Awitness the ceremonies of.the chapel! I passed ' like a cloud dimming the mild lustre of a beauti mericai; he had been sent to England for educa
on to a pretty silken boudoir, at the end of a long ful spring morning. The expectation, the curios tion. We parted and I never saw him more.
ity, the anticipated enjoyment had fled. They bad
suite of apartments, and was welcomed by the
Whenever my spirits are depressed, or my terngradually yieded to that subdued and chastened
handsomest man in Rome, a priest, and the son of feeling, which the holy stillness of the place, and per becomes ruffled by the collisions of life, I call
a wealthy and noble family, who was half reclining
up the -emembrance of this little boy and his ha’
upon the cushion of a divan, and playing with the the mournful memorials of departed souls, con penny, and it never fails to soothe my distempered
spire
to
produce
in
every
generous
bosom.
scarf of one of the loveliest women of the society
In the hurry of his entrance, be had not thought feelings and to restore to me my good will to
here, while two others endeavored to draw him
mankin 1.— Charleston Courier.
into conversation. I could not help continuing of taking off his hat, but it seemed as if it now oc
curred to him that there was an impropriety in
my reflection, and contrasting Ibis clerical dandy,
BISHOP SMITH’S ADDRESS
with his handsome black curls, redolent of perfu wearing it in such a place, and he took it off with To the Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the
so
reverend
a
bearing,
that
I
almost
fancied
the
med oils, his buckles of chased silver, his Parisian
JDiocese of Kentucky.
gloves, with a large emerald worn outside, and his words of the Patriarch, “How dreadful is this Brethren and Friends:
place!
This
is
none
other
but
the
house
of
God!
attitude and employment of mere pleasure, with
We meet this day under circumstances
the ministers of a religion professing the same and this is the Gate of Heaven,” were passing calculated to call forth our most grateful feelings
master in our own country. There are, of course, through his mind. He moved as if fearful of break to the compassionate and unchangeable Head of
priests in Rome who are sufficiently humble in ing the solemn silence that reigned within the sa the Church. No ecclesiastical body has yet met,
dress and manner, but nothing can exceed the cred walls. There was one monument which he ap south of the Ohio, and west of the Alle’ghanies,
sumptuousness and style in which the cardinals peared to regard with peculiar interest. It was completely organized within itself after the mod
live, as well as all who, from birth or fortune, have erected to the memory of Win. Wragg, of South el whick the apostles and their successors be
a certain personal consequence. Their carriages Carolina; representing in bas relief, the melancholy
queathe! to the Church. Could I hope in answer
and horses are the most splendid in the world, shipwreck of that gentleman, and his little son to your prayers, and by the supply of the Spirit of
their large palaces swarm with servants, and their floating ashore on a raft, hastily constructed by
Christ, to realize the hopes which led you to per
dress has all the richness of that of princes, when his faithful servant. lie next contemplated that
they are abroad. One can scarce see their scarlet of the unfortunate Andre; apparently, with much fect this ecclesiastical arrangement, I should in
caps, scarlet carriages and trappings, scarlet robes sympathy; but I was surprised to see him become deed consider this meeting every wav auspicious.
and stockings, without remcmbeling a certain ‘lady suddenly agitated, stamp his foot on the ground, Let no Rck of effort on our part or of faithful re
and turn away with indignation. I knew not, at liance oh the promise of God prove the sinful
of Babylon.'
the moment, the right he had to be indignant, at cause of failure of the large expectations which at
The letter from which the above extract is ta the outrage committed by some Goth, in striking tended ihe consecration of the first Protestant
ken, and this passage in particular, has called forth off the arm of the figure of Washington. But soon Bishop for this portion of the Lord's vineyard.
a series of letters from no less a personage, than the little ruffled visage became calm again, and
The afliction of some few portions of this State
“the Right Rev. John, f Bishop of Charleston,” settled into its wonted loveliness; and as he passed with the cholera, during my absence at the East,
although the Editor of the National Gazette, in slowly from object to object, his features assumed had occasioned me no small anxiety. To find so
the plenitude of his editorial dignity, has pronoun more and more sedateness, until at length they ex many places entirely preserved from it, and the
ced “the traveller in no respect worthy of the em
hibited a perfect picture of pensive contempla disease &very where either abated or removed,
inent prelate’s notice.” We have yet to learn that tion. The sad lesson of mortality told from every was ground of so much rejoicing that I addressed
any “prelate” in our land of liberty, can be so
a circulir to the Clergy of the Diocese, request
“eminent” as to make it an act of condescension tomb, had touched his tender heart.—He became
to “notice” such a writer as Mr. Willis! But let affected. He turned to go away; and was retiring ing them to combine with the customary services
with slow and measured steps, when his eye caught of Christmas day, a public thanksgiving for de
us hear the Bishop’s testimony.
the charity box that stood in the middle of the area. liverance Vom that pestilence.
“The writer represents them (the dignitaries of He stopped. There was evidently something at
It haspfeased the righteous disposer of all events,
the church) as in large numbers, gambling for work within him. There was a moral association most sevelely to chasten the State this present
quantities of gold and silver. I will say, it is true going on. There were the tombs; and there was season witU'fhc most wide spread and distressing
1 have sometimes observed a few of them seated the charity box. He regarded them alternately; desolations of this mysterious disease. All por
at a card table and observed money on that table, he looked"; and mourned the dead. He looked tions of the community have suffered severly. None
but the insinuation that the numbers were great is and felt compassion for the living, and while two perhaps more than our infant Church. Within
incorrect; and the other, that they played for pearly drops forced their way, beneath his beauti little more than a yeat past we have lost two most
money, was not true in any one instance that fell ful eye lashes, the smile of an angel piayed upon worthy and laborious Presbyters—the Rev. Na
under my observation, though I have seen the gold his lips. His little hand instinctively insinuated hum G. Osgood, of Headerson, and the Rev. Gid
and silver used as what I was told were called itself into his little pocket, and he drew forth a eon M’Millan, Rector of Trinity Church, Danville,
“markers,” the nature of which I must avow I do ha’penny. ‘It is all I have,’ said he. He cast a and President of our Standing Committee; to
not well know. There are various tastes, and mine scrutinizing glance, to see whether he was observed; gether with three Theological Students, Mr. Ed
is not for card-playing, though I am of opinion that stepped up to the mute solicitor for the poor, and ward Ashly, formerly a preacher amongst the Me
it is not gambling when there is no stake: it is not, dropped into it his pure ottering of benevolence. thodists, Mr. James H. Brown from Virginia, and
it is true, an amusement exactly to the taste of our The humble coin fell to the bottom of the empty Mr. William Douglass from Pennsylvania, all whose
own country. But we have as little right to force box, with a sound that reverberated through the lives were incalculably valuable to the church; and
our tastes or habits upon the Italians, as they have lofty vault, and the receding echoes as they grew one of whom (Mr. Ashly) exacted soon to have
to compel us to theirs.”
fainter and fainter, seemed like the sweet accents been admitted to Deacon’s Ordtrs. To these ve
As I have no doubt Mr. Willis will in due time of the blessed, whispering peace. In a transport ry great losses, if we add the removal of forty or
vindicate his own statements, I shall not volunteer of delight, I exclaimed, ‘here is a deed worthy ! fifty of our Communicants, full hirty of whom
to expose the “cunning craftiness” of the above Westminster Abbey,’ and ran from my conceal , fell victims to the cholera, the unprecedented fact
passage, which appears to contradict the traveller's ment, and clasped the little philanthropist in my will stand recorded of an infant Ditcese shorn of
statement, but leaves it absolutely untouched. I arms. ‘And why were you ashamed?’ said I. ‘1 nearly one fourth of its strength witfln a year by
am satisfied with the admission that the Bishop has wasafraid they would laugh at me,’ said he. ‘Laugh one blow from the hand of the Almigby! Have
himself seen Cardinals playing cards at a table cov at thee! Oh! world,world! how often has thy not the hours of this morning been wel employ
ered with gold and silver, and that too in the most senseless laugh put modest virtue out of counte ed in a public act of humiliation as a Diocese, un
public manner, without an attempt at concealment nance!' I slipped a half crown into his hand, and der so heavy a chastisement, and in fervent payers
orfear of forfeiting a particle of His Iloliness’s fa told him to remember the strange gentleman whom to Almighty God that we may yet be permitted
vour, or of the respect of the people! And here he had met in the Abbey. ‘I will take it,’ said he, to see days of prosperity according to the diy in
we have a Bishop of the infallible church avowing ‘if you will let me put it in the charity box too.’ w hich we have seen adversity?
before this Christian community, that card play  ‘Thou shalt sanctify the gift,’ I replied; so hand
Soon after my return from General Convention
ing is not gambling when there is no stake! “O in hand we walked to the charity box. My own late in November, I visited Christ Church, Louismy soul, come not thou into their secret; unto reflections, the utter seclusion of the busy world, vile, which I found emerging from a long season
their assembly, mine honor, be not thou united.” the still repose of the silent tenants of the grave,
of depression, under the care of the Rev. Mrthe dim twilight of the ancient pile, where tonsur- Page. Here I confirmed eight persons, and nF
THE LITTLE BOY AND Ills HA’PENNY.
ed monks once chaunted the solemn hymn and nessed with joy and gratitude to God, many eviden
I was standing one day, in a retired part of bore their glimmering tapers, together with the ces of deep religious seriousness. On my way I
Westminster Abbey looking at the monuments, superadded tenderness inspired by the pure sacri preached at Frankfort and Shelbyville.
when I saw a little boy come in, of about ten or fice of a little innocent heart, that I just witnessed,
Upon the festival of Epiphany I admitted to
eleven years old. He was one of the sweetest and all combined to press upon me with such softening the holy order of Deacon, Mr. Erastus Burr, upon
prettiest children I ever beheld. His fine coun influences, that I was on the point of giving vent application from the Standing Committee of Ten
tenance was bright with expectation, and lifted to emotions of the deepest feeling. As it was, I nessee. Immediately after ordination, the Rev.
up with smiles of anticipated enjoyment.—There felt my heart uplifted—I looked up, a tear of pious Mr. Burr, repaired to Worthington, Ohio, on a vi
was something so engaging in his appearance, that joy glistened in his eye as he dropped in the piece. sit to his friends, where, I understand, he has set
I continued to follow him with ray eves, as he went —It fell upon the ha’penny, the silver sound united ! tled in the ministry.
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On Lords Day, February the 24th, I admitted their neat and commodious church edifice, and in one song of thanksgiving and peace, and love
Mar
Christ Church Lexington.
result from the indefatigable and disinterested la we, friend Cresson, meet in that blessed world!
Tuesday morning, the 23d of April, I commenc bors of their Rector.
W. Wilberforce.
ed a journey through the western part of the
There are nine candidates for Holy Orders in this
State. Next day I reached Shelbyville, where I Diocese, viz: Daniel H. Deacon, B. B. Sayre, Lu
POPERY ILLUSTRATED.
met the Rev. Mr. M'Millan from Danville, and ther H. Van Doren, A. A. Willis, Edmund Davis,
On
the
entry
of the French into Toledo during
the Rev. Mr. Ash, Minister of the parish. Here Horatio E. Boyd, M. L. Forbes, James B. Britton,
the late Peninsular war, General La Salle visited
and at Middletown we spent two days in religious and Wm. B. Cooke.
services in the course of which three sermons were
The brief summary of my official acts within the Palace of the Inquisition. One of the instru
preached. Whilst in Shelbyville final arrangements the short period of eleven months, will be closed ments of torture there found deserves a particular
were made for securing to the parish there, a when I have mentioned a confirmation of eleven description. In a subterraneous vault, adjoining
small but very neat Church edifice, for which we persons held in Christ Church Lexington, on Sun the audience chamber, stood in a recess in the
have great reason to be thankful to the Giver of day the 25th day of August. The whole number wall a wooden statue, made by the hands of Monks,
representing the Virgin Mary. A gilded glorv
all good.
of confirmations has been nine in six different Pa
round her head, and she held a standard
We reached Lousville on the evening of Friday, rishes, at which sixty-three persons, in all, have beamed
in her right hand. Notwithstanding the ample
the 26th, in season for preaching. The next day been confirmed. Within the same period, two
folds of the silk garment which fell from her shoul
was employed in the examination of Mr. Dexter persons have been admitted to Deacon’s Orders. ders
on both sides, it appeared that she wore a
C To be Continued. J
Potter, who the day following was admited, to Dea
breastplate; and upon a closer examination, it was
con’s orders, on application from Bishop M’llvaine
found that the whole front of the body was cov
From the Churchman.
of Ohio. Fourteen persons were confirmed in the
ered with extremely sharp nails and small daggers,
course of the same Lord’s Day services. Here Letter from Wilberforce to E. Cresson, now for the or blades of knives, with the points projecting out
first time published entire.
we preached or lectured six times. The temporal
wards. The arms and hands had joints, and their
and religious prospects of this Parish, call for the
Blaize Castle, Oct. 27, 1831.
motion was directed by machinery, placed behind
most ardent thanksgiving to the Lord and Giver
The kind partiality of Mr. Elliot Cresson, hav the partition. One of the servants of the Inquisi
of life.
ing led to my enjoying a few hours of personal in tion was ordered to make the machine manceuvre.
Reached Henderson by the river on Friday, the tercourse with him, 1 found myself at the end of As {the statue extended its arms and gradually
third of May. We preached here six times, and them so disposed to assent to any proposal he might drew back, as if she would affectionately embrace,
confirmation was administered to five persons.— make to me,that I at once said ‘yes’ to his request that and press some one to her heart, the well filled
The Parish being without a minister, I baptised I would become a contributor to his well-stored knapsack of a Polish grenadier supplied for this
one child. The death of the Rev. Mr. Osgood, Album. As it is by his own desire that I take up time the place of the poor victim. The statute
one of our few clergy, which occurred in October my pen, it would almost be an affront to use it in pressed it closer and closer; and when the direc
last, by cholera, during the prevalence of that dis the language of panegyric, yet I must express tors of the machinery made it open its arms and
ease, is much and justly deplored.
the deep respect 1 feel for that spirited benevo return to its first position, the knapsack was pierc
At Hopk'nsonville we found the few friends of lence which prompted him to cross the Atlantic ed two or three inches deep, and remained hang
the church somewhat disheartened by the many for the purpose of promoting the best interests ol ing upon the nails and daggers of the murderous
discouragements they have met with, but purposed a race, which though but half a century ago, de instrument.
on the whole, I trust to persevere in the effort to nied to be human beings, is now, thank heaven, uThis statue is a fair representation of Romanism.
erect a small church to the honor of God. Con niversally acknowledged to have a right to our It has, to the eye of the careless observer a beau
firmation was administered to six persons. We i sympathy as fellow-creatures. May the noble un teous form. It has a countenance of much sim
preached here nine times.
dertaking of which you are the advocate, be abund plicity, and quiet devotion. It is arrayed in rich
Two persons only were confirmed, at Russel- antly blessed! It has been said to be a general and flowing robes: but beneath them are “dag
ville on Sunday the 19th of May. Here and in law of nature that wherever a poison is found, a gers.” It has joints in its arms and hands, which
the neighborhood we preached and delivered ad gracious Providence has placed some natural an enable it to make what motions its ministers please,
tidote. May this principle be beautifully illus These motions are regulated by an unseen ma 
dresses five times.
Wereached Danville on the 23d, where I preach trated by your proceedings—may you be ena chinery. It extends its arms with great delibera
ed six times and confirmed two persons. This parish bled to render that very traffic which so Jong car tion, and apparent affection,—and with a smiling
can scarcely be considered on the Increase, but in ried away the wretched Africans to slavery and face, presses its deluded victim to its heart, and
steadfast devotion to the best thing is behind none degradation, the instrument of returning them to the pressure is, wounds and death!—Dick.—Pres,in the Diocese.
their own land, enlightened and civilized: there to
What might have been the sad effect on this pa become the honored agents of a gracious God in
TEMPERANCE LAMP.
rish of the sudden and much lamented death of its rearing a barrier against the ravages of the slave
The right use of alcohol seems to have been
Rector the Rev. Mr. M’Millan, on the 28th of Ju trade, in exhibiting such a specimen of African
ly, had not a good Providence led hither the Rev. civilization as shall silence forever the evils of sel discovered at last. Hitherto its consumption has
John A. Adams from the Diocese of Maryland, fishness and ignorance; while, above all, it diffuses with some, led to deeds of darkness; hereafter it
just in season to supply his place without the loss the blessed truths of the everlasting Gospel, where is to be a means of universal light. The new
of a Sunday, it would be difficult to tell. Our even now all are wrapped in the blackest darkness lamps in which the flame is fed by a mixture of
tears for the departed have been mingled with the of Paganism, and teaches Ethiopia to lift up her alcohol and spirits of turpentine, give a most bril
prayers and the cordial congratulations, amid which hands unto God. And now, friend Cresson, fare liant blaze. The fluid is white and transparent
nis successor has entered upon his office. May fu well! Wherever your benevolence may carry and has a beautiful appearance in glass vessels.—
ture events prove that God has indeed designs of you, you will be accompanied by my best wishes The combustible compound is sold at 80 cents a
mercy towards this people, of which this season for your temporal welll-being and everlasting hap gallon, and we understand that in the ratio of con
able supply shall prove merely as a token and piness. You have gladdened my breast by in sumption it is as cheap, or cheaper than oil. We
forming me that sanguine as had been my hopes learn these new lamps are in considerable use in,
pledge.
The body here specially convened need scarce of the happy effects to be produced by the various Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New-York, and that
ly to be reminded of the melancholy cause which institutions formed and forming in your vast coun several hundreds of them, are now nightly lit in
prevented the despatch of business when all its try for the benefit of our fellow creatures, all my Boston.—Boston Patriot.
clerical and a few of its lay members were assem anticipations are scanty and cold compared with
THE HAPPINESS OF HEAVEN.
bled at the usual time of meeting. The conster the reality. This may truly be deemed a pledge
Dr. Dwight closed his sermon on the happiness
nation and distress which pervaded this city during of the divine favor, and believe me, no Briton, I
that, the very worst week of the cholera, it is im had almost said no American, can take a livelier of Heaven, with the following apt and beautiful
possible to describe. May we hope that the gra interest than myself, in your true greatness and comparison:—“To the eye of man the sun ap
pears a pure light, a mass of unmingled glory.—
cious Head of the Church will not suffer the shock glory.
While lam writing, a passage in Scripture oc Were we to ascend with a continued flight towards
then and since severely felt, seriously to retard
curs to me, which I have often read, but never so this luminary, and could we like the eagle, gaze
the progress of our affairs!
The Rev. Mr. Cleaver has recently returned well understood, at least never so strikingly felt upon its lustre, we should in our progress behold
from the East with substantial pledges of the in as now. In speaking of that new world in which its splendor become every moment more intense.
terest which our friends there take in the concerns it is said there shall be no more sorrow or pain, it As we rose through the heavens, we should see a
of this Diocese, and with assurances of a willing is added—“And there shall be no more sea.” May little orb changing gradually into a great world;
ness to co-operate with us, as far as possible, in I not be permitted to apply this to the anticipation and as we advanced nearer and nearer, should be
every plan wisely directed to the extension of the of that blessed period when the Atlantic shall no hold it expanding every way, until all that was be
Church in the West. I cannot doubt of your more separate the two grandest depositories the fore us became an universe of excessive and irnconcurrence with me in the expression of my most earth contains, of Christian principles and prac measurableglory. Thus the heavenly inhabitant will
grateful feelings, and of those of the parish spe tice. To my feelings we are already one. I can at the commencement of his happy existence, see
cially concerned, in these renewed expressions of truly say, even now, There is no more sea. May the divine system filled with magnificence and
generous Christian sympathy. During a visit late the mutual attachment of the inhabitants of our splendor and arrayed in beauty; and as he advan
ly paid to the people of Paris, although I was not two countries become stronger and stronger, how ces onwards through the successive periods of du
called to the performance of any office strictly ever diversified in body, having but one soul, and ration, will behold all things more and more lumi
Episcopal, I received many affecting assurances almost anticipating that better world, where all nous, transporting, and sun-like forever.”—Wes
of the concern felt for the speedy completion of divisions being forever done away, all shall unite tern Methodist.

ten persons to the holy rite of Confirmation, in perceived many indications of the good likely to and joy shall be comple and everlasting.
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We learn from the Gospel Messenger that the 2nd edition has
just been published in Charleston S. C. of a very valuable dis
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This Mission in Greece.—From a letter received here
dated Athens, Scpr. 10th: 1833, we learn that the schools con
nected with the Greek Mission were continuing to enjoy pros
perity. Mr. Robertson was gone to Svra to procure a house
for the purpose of removing the press to that place. Athens
being six miles from the sea does not enjoy the facilities of
Syra for transporting books to different parts of Greece and
for receiving supplies of paper. The removal was expected
to take place in a few weeks, when Mrs. Robertson contem
plates opening a school. The members of the mission fami
lies were-well.

The New-York Evangelist of Nov. 30th, contains an ela
borate and highly interesting report by the Editor, of the
pioceedings at the mc< ting of the New-York State Temper
ance Convention, liolden in Utica, on the 20th ultimo. From
ibis report we rather the following particulars. The venera
ble Gen. Jacou Morris of Otsego county, a veteran soldier
iti the cause of temperance, 78 years of age, was elected Pre
sident of the Convention. The number of delegates in at
tendance was about 250, besides several gentlemen from other
States who were admitted to honorary seats. A number of
important resolutions were adopted by the Convention, among
which we were highly pleased to see one recommending temper
ance- societies in all cnllrgee, academies §• Seminaries, and commend
ing Union College, which, it was stated, Aad no< an »7u//ei’</itu/
belonging to it who is not a member of the Temperance Society.
We hope and trust that the example set by the members of
Union College, will be followed by every institution of learn
ing in our country. No person can be admitted a member of
Kenyon College with cut signing a written pledge that he will
abstain entirely from the use of ardent spirits while connected
with the Institution. In addition to this, however, wc have
the satisfaction to say that a very large majority of the stu
dents have voluntarily enrolled themselves as members of a
Temperance Society.
A resolution was offered tit the Convention declaring the
traffic in ardent spirits to be, in theiropinion, an immorality which
ought to be abandoned throughout the world. This resolution ex
cited a long and animated debate, and was finally adopted by
an overwhelming majority.
Clergy of the Episcopal Church.—We have just re
ceived a copy of that useful annual, Sword’s Pocket Alma
nack, for 1834, containing the usual variety of ecclesiastical
statistics. We insert, below an abstract of the list of Clergy
in the several Dioceses, to which we have subjoined the num
ber of Clergy reported in the Almanack for 1833, from which
an estimate may be formed of the relative increase of the
(’hurch in the several Dioceses during the year past. As the
names of the Standing Committee and Secretary of the Con
vention of this Diocese are published incorrectly in the Alma
nack, we give them here from the records of the last Conven
tion.
Sfont/tnjt Committee.—Rev. William Sparrow, Rev. Wil
liam Preston, Rev. M. T. C. Wing, Ebenezer Alling,
George P. Williams, David Prince.
Secretary of Convention.—IIeman Dyer.

Jlinceses,

Clergy.
1833 1834
Maine,
- <£
7 8
N. Hampshire, £
8
7
Rt.
Rev.
A
.
V.
Griswold,
D.
D.
Massachusetts, » o
37 36
Rhode Island, jy q
H
9
Vermont,
Rt. Rev. J. II. Hopkins, D. D.
14 15
Connecticut,
Rt. Rev. T.C. Brownell, D.D. LL.D. 62 57
New-York,
Rt. Rev. B. T. Onderdonk, D. D 175 163
New-Jersey,
Rt. Rev. G. W. Doane, D. D.
22 19
„
,
. ? Rt. Rev. Wm. White, D. D.
/
Pennsylvania, £ Rt Rev>
y Onderdonk> DtD. $
60
Delaware,
6
Maryland,
Rt. Rev. Wm, M. Stone,
51
f Rt. Rev. R, C. Moore, D. D. )
Virginia,
| Rt. Rev. Wm. Meade, D. D. \
56 56

N. Carolina,
55. Carolina,
Georgia,
Ohio,
Mississippi,
Kentucky
Tennessee,
Alabama,
Michigan
Louisiana,
Missouri Ter.
Florida,
Plinoit,

Bishops.

Rt. Rev. L. S. Ives, D. D.
lit. Rev. N. Bowen, 1). I).
Rt. Rev. C. P. Mcilvaine, D. D.

Rt. Rev. B. B. Smith, D. D.

Total

19
36
4
24
3
9
9
3
6
2
3
2
1

643

595

course, entitled “ The relation of Christianity to Civil Govern
ment in the United States; a Sermon, preached in St. Michael’s
Church, Charleston, February 13. 1833, before the Convention
of the Protestant Episcopal Church of the Diocese of SouthCarolina: by the Rev. Jasper Adams, D. D., President of the
College of Charleston, (S. C.) We have not had the pleasure
to read this sermon of Dr. Adams, but have heard it spoken
of in several circles, in terms of high commendation. The
Editor of the Gospel Messenger thus speaks of this edition.—
“The author has added to it eight pages, consisting chiefly of
quotations from scarce and interesting documents, in corrobo
ration of h: positions. Whether there he a connection between
Christianity and our Civil Government, he well observes is a
question of fact, and of course is to be settled by a reference to
documents, and, in the case of a document liable to be misun
derstood, by a reference to the opinions of wise and experienc
ed men, more especially of civilians conversant with inquiries
of that nature. We do hope that this Sermon will be gene
rally read and re-read, and more especially by “all who are
or expect to be in authority.” It will do great good, if it on
ly awaken the attention of those in a judicial capacity to give
the question a deliberate consideration. Would it not be well
for our periodicals to make copious extracts from this discourse
as it concerns the “whole Union” and in this way only can
the many have an opportunity of reading it?”

Institution*—On Sunday Dec. 1st, the Rev. Benjamin J.
Height was instituted Rector of St. Peter’s Church, NewYork, by the Rt. Ilav. Bishop Onderdonk.
Ordination—On Wednesday, Nov. 12th, in Providence,
R. I., the Rev. James Richmond was advanced to the Priest
hood, by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Griswold. The Presbyters
present and assisting, were Rev. Dr. Crocker, Rev. Messrs.
Taft, Fenner, Brown, Nash and Hathaway.

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society__ We have
published to-day an important circular from the Executive
Committee of this Society, which has been forwarded to the
clergy of the Episcopal Church thoughout the United States.
We trust that it will incite them to immediate action in behalf
of the Society.—The congregations of this city have made a
good beginning, nearly $900 having been collected from the
different Churches in response to the appeal of the ExecutiveCommittee.—Epis. Rec.

Sunday School Catechism.—We are happy to see that
the Cattcliism which has been recently published by the Rev.
F. II. Cuming, the Agent of our Sunday School Union, has
obt"ined from other denominations general expressions of ap
probation. The Presbyterian noticed it favorably; the Sunday School Journal transferred a long extract from it to its
columns, and we subjoin the following merited testimony to its
excellence from the Christian Advocate and Journal. We
congratulate the author on these evidences of his success, and
trust that Episcopalians will not be slow to appreciate what
others are thus forward to approve.— Churchman.
“ A Catechism oe the History' of our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ__ The first part is before us, published by the
General Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Union, 51 pp.
18mo. We have looked into it with pleasure, and are satisfied
that it is well calculated to impart correct ideas of our adorable
Saviour, and to guaid youth against the errors which are abroad
respecting him. It is calculated to inspire great veneration and
love for the great Redeemer of mankind.”
Clerical Convocation of Ruode-Island.—We learn that
there are at present in Rhode-Island fourteen Episcopal cler
gymen, all statedly engaged in preaching. The increase in
the number of Clergymen, Churches and people in the com
munion of our Church in this Diocese within a few years, has
been truly gratifying, and is we believe in no small degree at
tributable, under God, to the labors of the convocation. Each
clergyman belonging to this body pledges himself to the per
formance of a certain amount of Missionary duty within the
diocese, and to a pecuniary contribution equal to one tenth of
his salary, for Missionary purposes. An example for other
Dioceses.—Epis. Rcc.

At the last meeting of the “ Society for educating young
men for the ministry of the Protestant Episcopal Church,”
held in Alexandria, D. C., the Rev. Charles Mann was ap
For the Gambier Observer.
pointed Secretary and General Agent of the Society. We
perceive from the acknowledgment of receipts which we pub
ON KEEPING THE SABBATH.
The degree of sanctity attached to the Sabbath is different lish to-day that he has accepted the appointment. Mr. Mann
among different persons. Many employ it as a day of rest was at the same time appointed by the Trustees of the Theo
and amusement, while it is to be feared that not a few of the logical Seminary of the Diocese of Virginia, Frofrssor of
Pastoral Theology in that institution.—Episcopal Rec.
more serious come very far short of hallowing it.
Under the Old Dispensation, the day was a season when
African Education.—We are hnppy to be able to an
God was in a special manner near his people, to receive their
worship and to pardon their sins. Those who hallowed this nounce that General Jones, of the City of Washington, has
day pleased him, those who polluted it, incurred his displea liberally offered hi» plantation, about two miles from Arling
sure. The man guilty of gathering sticks on this day, God ton, in the District of Columbia, for the purpose of educating
commanded to be put to death. Numb. 15: 36. The Israel African youth. To give them good practical education is of
ites by trading with the men of Tyre, gathering sheaves and the first importance towards securing success to the Missiona
selling provisions on the Sabbath, brought wrath on Israel— ry cause in Africa. As the climate of that country is so fatal
to the whites, our hopes of their civilization and Christianiza
Neb.' 12.
Under the New Dispensation, this day is, if possible, more tion must rest upon educated men of the African race. This
sacred. The Lord is in his holy temple and all the earth is is an object which no philanthropist can view with indifferance
commanded to keep silence before him. The imaginations of —and as our leading abolitionists are known to be wealthy,
our hearts which are evil, our thoughts which are vanity, our we hope they will not suffer this opportuity to escape, but will
own words and actions we are required to forsake, and to contributed liberally from their abundance, to this valuable
purpose. It is important that the Africans should be educat
“turn to the Lord who will have mercy upon us.”
“ If thou turn away thy foot from the Sabbath, from doing ed, whether they go abroad, or remain at home. About two
thy pleasure on my holy day ; and call the Sabbath a delight, thousand dollars are wanted to enable the school to commence
the holy of the Lord, honorable; and shalt honor Him, not under fair prospects of success. It is to be conducted by an
doing thine own ways, nor finding thiy own pleasure, nor Episcopal Clergyman of high character and attainments, and
speaking thy own words: then shalt thou delight thyself in presents a field of benevolence on which we think both Colonthe Lord; and I will cause thee to ride upon the high places izationists and Abolitionists may meet, for the promotion of a
of the earth, and feed thee with the heritage of Jacob thy [ great purpose for which both profess to seek.—N. Y. Commer
father.” How few Christians can truly claim this promise. cial Advertiser.
Who can say lie docs turn away his foot from the Sabbath—
from all his walks of pleasure and amusement, and does not
From the Bristol (England) Mirror.
frequent places of resort for social conversation; but makes
Legacies of Mrs. Hannah More.—We feel great grati
the day a delight to his soul? From their practice, it is to be fication, as well as, we trust, a justifiable pride, in having to
feared that many Christians do not find sufficient enjoyment record a statement extracted from the will of the late Mrs.
in their closets and in the sanctuary, on this day, to satisfy Hannah More, of her munificent public bequests. The sum
them. We see them abroad, going from house to house, and bequeathed in legacies of this description amount to upwards
from field to field, to while away the time, saying by their con of ten thousand pounds; and it will be seen that most of the
duct, “When will the Sabbath be gone.”—Amos, 8: 5.
charitable institutions of Bristol are included in the list. The
Great Injury is done to religion by the “Sunday walks” of name ot this excellent and pious lady will henceforth be classed
its professors. They not unfrequcntly interrupt the medita with those of the eminently distinguished characters whose be
tions of the d ant; they cause the young believer to stumble nevolent and public-spirited conduct has conferred so many
over their examples, and encourage the impenitent in their benefits upon this city.
wickedness.
To the Bristol Infirmary 1000/. To the Anti-Slavery So
On this holy day the “ministering spirits are sent forth to ciety, 500/. Io the London Poor Pious Clergy, 500/. To
minister to those who are heirs of salvation,” the Savior comes the London Clerical Education Society, 100/. To the Mo
down to sup with them at a banquet of love, and the Father ravian Missionary Society, 200/, to be partly applied towards
lends a listening ear—ail heaven waits on the Christian! How the schools or stations, at Creenekloof, Guadenthal, and other
important, then, that we stand in awe and sin not—that the Moravian settlements at the Cape of Good Hope. To the
words of our mouth a.id the meditations of our heart be ac Welsh College, lOO/. To the British Clerical Education So
ceptable in the sight of the Lord.
Sabbatarius.
ciety, 100/. To the Hibernian Society, 200/. To the Re
formation Society, 200/ To the Irish Religious Tract and
_______METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER._________ Book Society, and the Irish Scripture Readers’ Society, 130/.
Date.
|Snn-rise.| 1 o’clock. 19 o’clock. ] Wind.| Weather. , each. To the Burman Mission, and to the Society for the
Conversion of the Jews, 200/. each.
Dec’r.
23°
31°
41°
s. w. Clear
To the following Societies or Institutions, viz:—For Print
24°
28°
ing the Scripiures at Serampore, the Baptist Missionary So
s. w.
39°
Clear
18°
32°
39°
JE.
ciety, the London Seamen’s Bible Society, the Bristol Sea
Clear
31°
28°
32°
N.E.
Snow
men & Bible Soeiety, the Liverpool Seamen’s Bible Society,
26°
32°
34°
N.E.
the London Missionary Society, and the Society for Printing
Cloudy
30°
30°
32=
n.e.
Snow
the Scriptures, 10CM. each. To the British and Foreign Bi
30°
32°
32°
ble Society, 1000/.
N.K.
Snow
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All the foregoing legacies are three per cent Consols. 1 he , card highly complimentary to the conduct of Captain Philip Fox River at the Rapids of F^T^ftdnni from thence stT. rrh?
following are in Sterling money:Richardson.-Cncnnat, Gazette.
, to Chicago. Indeed, the project should now be entered upon
To the Church Missionary Society, lOOOh, 300Z. of winch |
------| of a railway from Chicago to Alton. Twentv-fivc years will
is to be applied towards the Mission among the Syrian Chrisfhe Sleeping Wonder---- It cannot be expected, perhaps, that see this done. I will only add a most interesting,' because
tians at Travancore, near Madras, in Southern India. Io distant readers will credit all the statements respecting the soin- , most useful discovery has been made in the upper country, to
the Society for Educating Clergymens Daughters, by the nambulist in this town, inasmuch as many of the facts are I make prairie fence for 20 cents per rod—and I think it will last
Rev. Cains Wilson, 2001. For the Diocese of Ohio, 200/. , unaccountable as well as incredible. We ourselves doubted forever. It is made of tuif or sod, but in a pecidiar way, so as
To the Trustees of the New Church at Mangotsfield, 150/. until we could doubt no longer, dhe Boston Courier seems
bring the grass wholly outside. If it succeeds, as 1 believe
To and for the Purposes, Societies, and Institutions after to think the Springfield editors make statements of the con- i i\will, the question about the immediate cultivation of our large
mentioned, viz:_ For the Bristol Strangers’ Friend Society, duct of the girl which they do not themselves believe. We I prairies is settled—anil millions of acres in Illinois can be put
the Bristol Society for the Relief of Small Debtors, the Bris fully believe what has been stated. With regard to our arti- i under immediate cultivation.”
tol Penitentiary, the Bristol Orphan Asylum, the Bristol Phi cle of last week, we presented the facts upon the testimony of: Defensive Counterfeiting.—Wo learn by a letter from N itehlosophical Institution, the London Strangers’ Friend Society, our neighbors. We have since seen the girl two hours in one , itOches that the whole south western country is uu Xd i h
the Commissioners of Foreign Missions in America, towards ot her paroxysms, and the exercises of her mind in that time J a new and dangerous emission of counterfeits on vXs branthe School at Ceylon called Barley Wood, the Newfoundland more than confirmed to us all we had said, lhe paroxysm j ches of the “Bank of tiie United States.” Among them are
Schools, the distressed Vaudoise, the Clifton Dispensary, the commenced on Tuesday night, and continued till about'five
Bristol District for Visiting the Poor, the Irish Society, and o’clock Wednesday evening. The latter part of Wednesday &20’s on the branches of Lexington. Ky. Fayetteville N. C.
Pittsburg, Pa. and St. Louis, Mo. and 5’s on those of New
the Sailor’s Home Society, 100/. each.
afternoon she was in so much pain that she would neither read,
To the Purposes, Societies, and Institutions following, viz: write, nor sing. She evidently suffers great pain, at times, Orleans, La. Charleston S. C. and Utica, N. Y__ Sylvesters
The Christian Knowledge Society, the Bristol Misericordia when in those paroxysms. She keeps her eye-lids closed Counterfeiting Detector.
By a clause in the will of Ferdinand, not inserted in the
Society, the Bristol Samaritan Society, the Bristol Temple tight, by night as well as day, and in the day-time prefers to
Infant School, the Prayer Book and Homily Society, the Lon have a bandage tied over them, for the reason, as is supposed, published copy, it is provided that 20,000 masses shall be said
don Lock Hospital, the London Refuge for the Destitute, that light produces pain. On Wednesday, both cavities of tor the benefit of his Alajesty’s soul, the amount to be distri
the Gaelic School, the Society for Female Schools in India, her eyes were filled with cotton, and over this was tied tight, buted amongst the most poor ot the religious brotherhood of
•
the Keynsham School, the Cheddar School, for Books for a bandage of a black silk handkerchief; after which cotton the kingdom.
Ohio, the Bristol and Clifton Female Anti-Slavery Society, was stuffed in the crevices between the face and bandage. In
The meteoric phenomenon was observed in New-Orleans on
the Clifton Lying-in Charity, the Clifton Infant Sahool, the this situation she read very fine writing just written, told the the morning ot the 13th, from about 1 till 4 o’clock. The
Clifton National School, the Clifton Female Hibernian Socie date on a small piece of com, the time upon a watch, her own Bulletin describes the meteors to be of “unusual size and fierv
ty, the Temple Poor, and for Pews in Temple Church, 501. name, and recited two pieces of poetry twice with accuracy, I appearance—shooting downward, and breakin in pieces as
but two or three lines of which she could repeat when awake, they fell.”
each.
To the Bristol Harmonia and Edinburgh Subbath Schools, There is also abundant evidence that she can read in a room
Hon. Francis Bloodgood, Mayor of Albany, has been in
19 guineas each.
totally dark. She is a well-educated, innocent and artless dicted by the Grand Jury, for granting tavern licenses.
To the Shipman Female Club, 50/. To the Chedde Fe girl in her 17th year, rather corpulent, and has every appear
male Club, 19 guineas. To the Poor Printer’s Fund, 19 ance of health, but is subject'to the headache. When awake
FOltEIGK.
guineas. For the Shipman Poor, 50/, To the Ministers of she is unconscious of all that has happened.
We understand that arrangements are making to convey her
By arrivals at this port, says the New-York Observer, pa
Wrington and Chedder, for the Representative Poor, 19 gui
in
a
few
days
to
the
State
Hospital
in
Worcester;
where
our
pers
have
been
received
from
Paris to the 23d of October, and
neas each. To the Minister of Nailsea, for the Poor, 5/. To
the old Pensioners at Writing, 1/. each. To the Kildares friend of the Courier, and all others who doubt, can go and from Lisbon to the 19th.
Don Pedro was following up the success reported by previ
Place School Society, Dublin, 100/. sterling, and 200/. three see for themselves. The names of many of the most credible
witnesses might be given to the facts which have been stated ous arrivals, and had compelled the army of Don Miguel to
per cents.
in the Gazette and this paper; but knowing the incredulity retreat about 50 miles from Lisbon.
In addition to the foregoing munificent legacies, this pious
of the people about newspaper paragraphs which savour of the
It is reported that the Queen Regent of Spain had acknow
lady has bequeathed the whole of her residuary estate, which
marvellous, we do not intend and should not have said any ledged Donna Maria of Portugal.
it is expected will amount to a considerable sum, to the New
thing more upon the subject, but for the remarks of the Bos
In
Spain the insurrection in favor of Don Carlos and the
Church in the out parish of St. Philip, in Bristoi---- Presby ton Courier.—Springfield (Mass.J Rep.
priests does not seem to have made much progress. The in
terian.
surgents have possession of the greater part of Biscay, and
Mr. Clay, in passing the Northampton Woollen Factory on
two or three of the adjoining provinces, but the rest appeared
Monday morning, on his way to Pittsfield, was suddenly greet to he quiet, and troops were marching in great numbers to
GENERAL SUMMARY.
ed by the acclamations of the operatives of that extensive es put down the insurrection in the north. Sentos Ladron, one
Steam Boat Mutiny__ The following account of an attempt tablishment.. There was a spontaneous movement among of the leaders cf the insurrection, was shot at Pampeluna on
ed mutiny on board the steam-boat Freedom, has boen fur them, and just before he came in sight, they had arranged the 14th of October, and some accounts add, that 32 of his
nished by the Captain, and some of the passengers, who were themselves in their working apparel to cheer him as he passed followers shared his fate.
through that thriving and busy little village. The school
on board, at the time the occurrence took place: —
In an engagement between the Queen’s troops and the Carurchins who had all assembled, instinctively cried “long live lists at a place called Quinta la Falga, it seems to he admitted
An account of the blood thirsty proceedings that occurred on
Henry Clay;” anil before he reached the extremity of that that the latter obtained the advantage, but no great importance
board the steamer Freedom, Captain Philip Richardson, on her
hive of human industry, a roll of line broadcloth was uncere was attached to the affair.
way from, New-Orleans to Louisville.—Nov. 20. Two of the
moniously deposited in his carriage. All the proceedings
The province cf Navarre had been placed under martial
deck hands were sent in the hold to regulate <some freight pre
paratory to getting it out. One of them letting the candle were the work of a moment, anil it was so heart-felt and free law by Antonio Sola, the viceroy ad interim appointed bv the
from the parade and formality of other occasions, that Mr. Queen. It is confidently stated that the Queen Regent of
fall, was beaten for the offence by the other, whose name was
Clay expressed himself peculiarly delighted with it.—North Spain had acknowledged Donna Maria of Portugal, and much
James Algeo.
ampton Courier.
importance is attached to this fact in some of the Paris papersSome time after this, one of the deck passengers, whose
Thc Pope is attacking Don Pedro with Bulls and encyclical
name was Barns, while standing by the fires, hearing of the
A Dense Population.—A man complained yesterday at the
circumstances, remarked that he should like to whip just such police office, of having been robbed at a house in the rear of letters. His Holiness in the last council lie held complained at
a man as Algeo. On hearing this, Algeo stepped forward to No. 130, Duane-stieet; and Mr. Huntingdon, a police officer great length of the attacks made by Don Pedro on the church
give him battle; when Barns drew his pistol and retreated to was sent down to the house to enquire into the matter. Tha and menaced him with his spiritual weapons. A proclamation
the inner part of the deck. Algeo went to some of his com woman who opened the door denied all knowledge of the af of his Holiness will be found on our last page.
panions, borrowed a Spanish knife, returned to the deck, broke fair, on the part of herself and family, but said that there was
The French ambassador at Madrid in the name of his royal
down the door, aud pursued Barns to the stern of the boat, another family in the house, who were perhaps the delinquents master, had offered the Queen of Spain “his services in main
where, after making several unsuccessful attempts to stab said he was in search of. The representative of the second family taining the rights of her daughter as well as the support she
Barns, lie struck one of the stanchions of the boat in such a then presented himself, and made a like asseveration of inno might under any circumstances require from France.”
manner that the knife dropped, which was immediately seized cence, but referred the officer to a third family who resided in
Letters from loulon state that, there was great activity in
by Barns, who now inflicted seven wounds on the body of the house. A person on the part of the.third threw the onus that port in fitting out government vessels. The destination*
Algeo, of which six were mortal. While Barns was thus bu on a fourth; the fourth on a fifth; the fifth on a sixth; and ot many had been changed, and several were ordered to cruise
sily engaged, he was stabbed in the back by John Walker, one so on, until it turned out that there were twenty-four families, off the coast of Spain.
of Algeo’s companions. This occurred about 11 A. M.— consisting on an average of six persons each, making in all 14-4
The House of Baring & Brothers are embarking largely in
During the rest of the day Algeo was constantly entreating persons, living in the same house, which is not more than the China trade. They have adopted the Temperance prin
his companions to avenge his death, tor he was aware that his twenty-five feet front, and two stories high. They are all peo ciple in regard to the consumption of spirituous liquors, dur
ing the voyage. Coffee is to be the only liquor which will be
time in this world was short; hut as they did not seem to pay ple of color.—Jour, of Com.
allowed to be drunk. Their vessels are to he built in a pecu
much attention to his entreaties, the Captain and passengers
A
panther
of
good
size
has
been
recently
caught
in
Hanoliar way, to be more easy of management, require fewer hands,
did not feel the least uneasy for the safety of Barns, whose
wound was hut slight. It seems, however, that more atten- veri in this State. It is supposed he is not a native of the and to carry more teas that the Company’s ships. Each ship
country,
as
an
animal
of
this
sort
then
quite
young,
a
few
will cost $80,000.
tion was paid to them than was supposed; for at about 3
o’clock in the morning of the 21st, the unfortunate Barns was months since escaped from a Caravan travelling in the vicinity.
Italy.— fhe Pope and Don Pedro—A letter from Rome,
Since
his
residence
among
the
good
people
of
Hanover,
he
has
shot while lying in his hammock. The perpetrator of this
dated Oct 5th, says—“ In the Consistory of the 30th ult. the
cowardly deed was not known—though suspicion at once rest been frequently seen, and hunted, but with no success until Holy Father enumerated to the Cardinals the many attacks
ed upon John Walker, who had not been seen for several last week; he was then taken alive in the following manner ;
and acts of injustice committed by the present government of
hours. At 6 o’clock the boat was searched from top to bot —A farmer having missed one of his geese, and supposing it
Portugal against the Holy See, and declared that such con 
tom, but nothing of Walker could be found. During the was by the hand of this gentleman, took the precaution to shut duct would effect the total ruin of the church in a kingdom
rest of the day little of consequence occurred, except the con up the flock in his barn, and on the following morning miss styled the most faithful. His Holiness, however, confined
.
..
stant drunkenness of the mate and sailors, who, by their threats, ed several of them, and whilst in the act of lamenting his loss,
saw the rogue looking down upon him from the hay mow. A himself to protesting against these proceedings, hoping that
very plainly showed that they were displeased with the captain
the
government,
becoming
better advised, would revoke its re
and passengers for offering a reward of five hundred dollars “ clove hitch” was soon constructed, and let down from the solutions, and reinstate the church in its ancient rights.”
for the discovery of the unknown murderer ; for, from cir roof, and the animal safely secured. From examination it
cumstances, we were confident that more than one had a hand was discovered that a nest had been txcravakd under the
AIfxicc.—Vera Cruz papers have been received in Newin the business. On the night of the 22d, a plot was discov mow where tnonsier probably proposed taking up his winter York to the 31st of October. They bring accounts of the
quarters.
—
Taunton
Gazette.
ered, which, if carried into effect, would have proved the de
total defeat of the main body of the insurgents at Guanaxuato,
Improvement in Illinois.—A letter from the Rev. J. AT. Peck by the forces of Santa Anna.
struction of the boat and passengers. On this discovery the
to
Governor
Reynolds,
dated
Rock
Spring,
Ill.
Oct.
12,
says:
mate and four of the sailors were arrested and confined. The
Total Defeat of the Insurgents.—The main body of the in.
boat was again searched, and to our great surprise, John “Our State is improving rapidly in population, industry, en- surgents was totally defeated at Aleliado, a suburb of Guan
Walker was found in the hold. We immediately put him in terprize, wealth, character, and intelligence. Schools are in axuato, on the 9th of October. Four hundred men were
confinement with his companions, keeping a strict watch over creasing, and of a better order. Sunday-schools have gained taken prisoners in the entrenchments, after which the whole
them, until we arrived as Mill’s Point, where they were deli about 25 per cent. The class of emigrants who come are remaining force, amounting to 1,500 men, including General
Arista, one of the principal leaders of the rebellion, capitu
vered over to the civil authority of that place. The plot ap generally of the first order.
Chicago is destined to outstrip every other town in the State. lated, stipulating only for their personal safety.
peared to be as follows:—A slow match was to have been put
The
average
amount
of
buildings
has
been
one
a
day.
Seven

Gen. Duran, with 4-00 or 500 cavalry, was'endeavoring to
to two kegs of powder, which were in the hold; the six mu
tineers were to make their escape by means of the small boat, ty arrivals of schooners, and two steamb-oats, from April 18 make his escape, but 1,000 horsemen from the army of Santa
to September 11. Population now about 800. Thirty stores, Anna had set off in pursuit, and he would no doubt very soon
leaving the rest to their fate.
share the fate of his companions. The insurrection may be
Upwards of 50 cabin and 100 deck passengers left the boat and plenty of mechanics.
Tne railway from Chicago to the foot of the Rapids of II considered as virtually at an end. Santa Anna arrived at the
at Memphis, on tne 21st, on account of the threats made by
Robinson [the mate] and the sailors, where they published a linoise ought to be going forward, aud I think should cross capital on the 20th, with 428 prisoners.__ Observer.

limiuer observer*
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POETRY._______
From Blackwood’s Magazine.
RETURN—ONCE MORE RETURN.

Return—once more return,
Oh wanderer to thy God:
A voice yet on thee calls,
A finger points the road:
Why wilt thou, sinful, still,
The proffered boon disdain,
Did Jesus come to save,
Yet bleed—yet die in vain?
Return—trust not to youth,
To strength, health, wealth, renown
Thine eye-lids may be shut,
Ere e’en this day goes down;
Where’er thy steps are bent,
Death hovers by thy side,
Thou know’st not what an hour
May to thy fate betide!

' Behold the mighty sun,
He fnetes out day by day;
Each new moon’s circlet saith,
A month has passed away;
Preach not unto thy heart
The seasons, as they roll:
‘ Nearer and nearer draws
‘ To judgment-seat my soul!’

‘ Return,’ the promise saith,
•Hark! wayward wanderer, ho!
Thy sins, as scarlet red,
Shall white be made as snow!
Trust in the Saviour, trust,
Against sin’s torrent strive;
Thy faith shall make thee whole!
The soul that hears shall live!
‘ Before the Lord cast down
The burthen of thy sin,
The old man and his deeds,
And a new life begin;
So, walking in the light
By revelation given,
Through darkness and through death,
Thy path shall lead to heaven.

MISCELLANY.
WILD DICK AND GOOD LITTLE ROBIN.

[Jiy the Author of my Mother's Gold Ring.]
This is Number Two of * series which we hope will belong
continued. The Gold Ring has had an almost unprecedented
popularity, nine large editions having already been issued; but
the admirable tale before us must even surpass its predecessor
in the goodwill of the public. For perfect simplicity of
style, mingled with strength of sentiment, delicate humor,
and straightforwardness and interest of narrative, we have
not met its equal for many a day. It is meant to illustrate
the importance, as regards good habits, of early domestic edu
cation ; and to show, also, what may be done, at a late period,
in retrieving a lost character and retracing a wrong course.
“Richard Wild and Robert Little were born on two pleasant
ly situated homesteads that bounded on each other. Their pa
rents, though differing essentially in their habits of life, were
good neighbors. There were but a few weeks’ difference be
tween the ages of these children, and they grew up from their
cradles, with the strongest attachment for each other. I have
seen Robert, a hundred times, in the line mornings and eve
nings of summer, sitting on a particular rock, at the bottom
of his father’s garden, with his dipper of bread and milk; not
tasting a mouthful till Richard came and sat down, with his
dipper, at his side. They teetered together on a board placed
over the boundary wall. As they grew a little older, they
snared blue jays and trapped striped squirrels in company;
and r.R their toys and fishing tackle were common property.”
The families to which our heroes respectively belong, in due
time, next pass in review. Farmer Wild was opposed, it
seems, to the Temperance Society, as “a sectarian thing.”
“ He preached against it on all occasions, at the mill and the
smithy, the town-hall and the grocery store; but he was par
ticularly eloquent upon training days’ when the pail of punch
was nearly drunk out; for he was not one of those who preach
and never practice. At that tune, he was not esteemed an in
temperate man. Io be sure, he was frequently in the habit
ol taking enough, to make his tongue run faster than usual,
and to light up in his heart a feeling of universal philanthro
py, which invariably subsided after a good night’s rest. Far
mer Wild’s wife derived a great deal of comfort from a cheer
ing glass. It was particularly grateful on washing days; and
she soon became convinced that it tasted quite as well on any
other day of the week. There was a time, when she was un
willing that her neighbors should become acquainted with this
disposition for liquor. She was then in the habit of indulging
herself in the frequent use of tea at all hours of the day. °
She kept it in constant readiness, on the upper shelf of the
pantry closet. Upon a certain day, little Dick was taken so
suddenly and seriously ill, that his father went for Dr. Diver.
The child was unable to stand, and was so drowsy, and sick at
bis stomach, that the family were fearful he had been poisoned;
and the more so as he had been seen playing before the apothe
cary s shop. Dr. Diver had recently procured a "stomach
pump, and as he was quite willing to try it, the experiment
was immediately and successfully made upon little Dick, who
was speedily relieved of rather more than half a pint of strong
milk punch. He stoutly denied, with tears in his eyes, that
be had ever tasted a drop of any such thing; but finally con-

fessed that he had been sucking tea, as he hadI often>
his ly 46, monthly 1. Total 67. The aggregate amount of their
in 18 months was 31,764,240 sheets- bcineitth.
mother do from the nose of her tea-pot, upon the upper shell. circulation
rate of 21,176,160 per annum.
5
Farmer Wild, in spite of his wife’s remonstrances, took down
dwZp't and camined io content., when the whole m.tter
The number of daily papers in New-York city is 12, tri
weekly 1, semi-weekly 11, weekly (according to Williams’
’ The le,uTnf,’t"'.'idi«!O.ery, and the progress of the habit Annual Register for the present year) SO, semi-monthly 3,
of the parents, we need not enlarge upon. Finally, the la- monthly 4. lotal 61. Aggregate annual circulation, about
12,000,000 sheets, or a little more than half the number print
mil v became a nuisance:
,
, .
“Squire Hawk, the chairman of the selectmen, who kept ed in London.
Daily papers in Boston 9, tri-weekly 0, semi-weekly 7,
the m-og-shop in front of the meeting-house, concluded that
Farmer Wild was completely down at heel, and had no more weekly 26, semi-monthly 5, monthly 22 (exclusive of 5 once
money, refused to let him have any more liquor at his store, in 2 months, 7 quarterly, and 9 annual.) Total 69. The
and proposed to post him as a common drunkard. But Dea aggregate annual circulation we have taken some pains to
con Squeak, who kept the dram-shop at the corner of the ascertain, and are inclined to believe, on the whole, that it
road that leads to the graveyard, knew something ^ore of quite equals that of New-York. What we lack in the circu
poor Wild’s affairs, and observed that it would be hard to do lation of a few of their religious weeklies, is probably made
so, on account of his family; lie knew from his own experi up by the greater aggregate of our less frequent publications,
ence, that a little liquor was now and then a help to a man. exclusive of two monthlies and quarterlies, in which we have
It was soon known over the village that Farmer Wild had greatly the advantage. There are nearly 30,000 subscribers
conveyed the last remnant of his little property, a small piece to two of our semi-monthlies.—Jb.

at his store.”
, t,- ,
The poor-house bri ngs up Wild and his wife, and Dick goes
to sea, whence a rumor, some time after, returns of his death:
“‘There is an end of the devil’s bird,’ said Squire Hawk.
‘It all comes of intemperance,’ said Deacon Squeak, as he had
just come from pouring twenty-one of pure water into a hogs
head containing forty-two gallons of New England rum.—
There were some, however, who viewed the matter in a differ
ent light; and were willing, now that he was gone, to admit
that Dick was not a hard-hearted boy. Old Sukey, the crip
ple, said that he was a great rogue; ‘but there,’ said she,
showing her crutch, ‘the little fellow made it for me, and I’ve
used no other for three years.’ ”
Matters clear up, however, after awhile, and Dick returns
to his native place a reformed man, grows industrious and
well-to-do in the world, and receives an accession of fortune
from England—shortly after which, Miss Hepsy Hawk as
tonished the parish with an expensive salmon-colored silk, and
a new Navarino; “and she used to linger an unnecessary
length of time, at the door of her fathers pew, till Mr. Wild
came down the aisle; and then she would go wriggling and
fidgetting out by his side as close as she could decently get.—
But, after awhile, finding that she could not attract his atten
tion, she gave up the experiment, contenting herself with re
marking to all her acquaintance, that he was dreadfully cross
eyed.” This business is settled in another quarter, and Ro
bert and Dick, with their wives—after many changes of for
tune which we will not recount—are comfortabl^established
in “two white houses with green blinds,” on the very spot of
their birth place—with a summer-house between, built over
the “rock at the bottom of the garden, upon which they used
to convene with their dippers of bread and milk, some thirty
years Jago..’ We are happy to add also, that Sukey, who
figures largely at Dick’s wedding, is still alive at the age of
eighty-nine; and that she retains her faculties surprisingly,
and “may be seen every morning, at the front chamber win
dow of the Squire’s house, with her knitting in her hands.”—
Mercantile Journal.
Decision op Character.—You may recollect the mention
in one of our conversations, of a young man who wasted in
two or three years a large patrimony, in profligate revels with
a number of worthless associates calling themselves his friends,
till bis means were exhausted, when they of course treated him
with neglect and contempt. Reduced to absolute want, he
one day went out of the house with the intention to put an
end to his life: and wandering awhile almost unconsciously he
came to the brow of an eminence which overlooked what were
lately his estates. Here he sat down, and remained fixed in
thought a number of hours, at the end of which he sprang from
the ground with a vehement exulting motion. He had form
ed his resolution, which was that all these estates should he his
again; he had formed his plan too, Which lie instantly began
to execute. lie hastily walked forward, determined to seize
the first opportunity, of however humble a kind, to gain any
money, though it were ever so despicable a trifle, and resolved
absolutely not to spend, if he could help it, a farthing of what
ever he might obtain.
The first thing that drew his attention was a heap of coals,
shot out of carts on the pavement before a house. He offered
himself to shovel or wheel them into the place where they
were to be laid, and was employed. He received a few
pence for his labor; and then, in persuance of the saving part
part of his plan, requested a small gratuity of meat and drink
which was given him. He then looked out for the next thing
which might chance to offer; and went with indefatigable in
dustry through a succession of servile employments of’longer or
shorter duration, still scrupulously avoiding, as far as possible,
the expense of a penny.
He promptly seized every opportunity which could advance
his design, without regarding the meanness of occupation or
appearance. By this method he had gained, after a considera
ble time, money enough to purchase in order to sell again, a
few cattle, of which he had taken pains to understand the value.
He speedily but cautiously turned his first gains into second
advantages; retained, without a single deviation, bis extreme
parsimony-; and thus advanced by degrees into larger transac
tions and incipient wealth. I did not hear or have forgotten
the continued course of his life; but the final result was, that
he more than recovered his lost possessions, and died an invete
rate miser, worth £60,000. I have always recollected this as
a signal instance, though in an unfortunate and ignoble direc
tion, of decisive character, and of the extraordinary effect,
winch, according to general law, belongs to the strongest form
of such a character.._ Foster's Essays.

1 apers in London, Nxw-York and Boston.—According
to an official statement the number of papers published in
London is, daily papers 12, tri-weekly 7, semi-weekly 1, week-

The editor of the Liverpool Mercury apologizes for a want
of editorial matter, by stating that the effective force of the
office is reduced to him and his publisher—that he discharged
his only journeyman for drunkenness, and that his only boy is
on “his annual visit to his pa-pa and ma-ma.” He describes
the process of making a mercury thus—
“ Between us, we set up the type; one makes up one page,
and the other the other; the publisher takes proof, and the
editor reads it—when both fall to, and correct the form__
When it is ready for the press, the editor beats, and the pub
lisher pulls, and forthwith out comes a full-grown ‘ Mercury.’
When the form is worked off, the editor folds, and the pub
lisher packs up the mails. A little difficulty being likely to
arise as to which of us should ‘play the devil’ in distributing
the papers to subscribers in the borough, we agreed to jeff for
it; when—humiliating to record—it fell upon the editor—so
here he goes with
“ News from all nations lumbering at his back.”
[Spirit of the Age.

Durability or Oak and Chesnut.—In the transactions
of the Society of Arts in England, there is an account which
states that posts of oak and others of chesnut were planted in
Somersetshire.—When they had to undergo repair in 19 years
which is no longer than oak posts would last in this country
the oak posts were found to be unserviceable and the chesnut
a very little worn. The oak posts were renewed, the chesnut
remained, arid in twenty-five years afterwards they werenotso
much rotted as the oak. In 1772, a fence was made partly of
oak posts and chesnut rails, and partly of chesnut posts and
rails. The trees mad use of were of the same age, and were
what may be termed young trees. In nineteen years the oak
posts had so decayed at the surface as to need to be strength
ened by spurs, while the chesnut required no such support__
A gate post of chesnut, on which the gate had swung tor fifty
years, was found quite sound when taken up. It should seem,
therefore, that young chesnut is superior to young oak for all
manner of wood work that has to be partly in the ground.

Credulity of Infidels__ Charles the Second, says Addison,
hearing the celebrated Vossius, a freethinker, repeating some
incredible stories of the Chinese, turning to those about him,
said, “ This learned divine is a very strange man; he believes
every thing but the Bible.”
A Candid Tutor.—When I first went to Cambridge, says
Horace Walpole, I was to learn mathematics of the famous
blind professor Sanderson. I had not frequented him a fort
night before he said to me, “Young man, it is. cheating you
to take your money; believe me, you never can learn these
things; you have no capacity for them.”
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